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One of the biggest difficulties in the evaluation and control 
of high quality printed reproductions arises from the fact that no· 
matter how carefully the halftQnes and tints are made, there is no 
assurance that their dot areas and densities will be-faithfully 
reproduced on the printed sheet. 
Image size can be changed in platemaking, contacting or press­
work. Assuming that the image or original dot areas get to the press 
unchanged by intermediate steps, there are still several variables 
which can affect the image areas on the press. The ink film thick­
ness can either cause slur or spreading of small images such as fine 
lines and halftone dots. Excessive impression is a contributing 
factor in dot area changes which increases the ink spreading. Slur, 
which is essentially a dot area change, can be caused by impression, 
excessive inking or physical_adjustments on the press. 
Such infidelity is present in all forms of printed repro­
ductions, whether they be "line work" or "screen work." Halftones 
and tints, however, are more vulnerable due to their tremendously 
larger perimetric boundaries and the minute size of each dot. 
In line work, the very fact that the image is "solid" and 
within the visual limits of the human eye enhances the control of 
the reproduction. The minute dots of a tint or halftone are beyond 
2 
the easily percepted visual limits of the human eye. The image,. as 
such, is a combination of these many small dots which can vary in 
density and size without being readily noticeable. 
When these dots vary in size and density they can drastically 
alter the definition and tonal value of the original halftone or 
tint. For ex.ample, identical reflection densities can be produced 
by small dense dots and by larger less dense dots. 1 Thus, if ink 
density is held constant, a ga�n or loss of dot area may drastically 
change the printed reproduction's visual appearance. 
It is well known by pressmen that there are inking limits, 
both high and low, at which inferior quality is produced. These 
limits are generally accepted to be visual grayness on the low and 
smear of print on the high end of the ink-film continuum. Within 
these limits there seems to be a current tendency in the lithographic 
printing industry to be satisfied with unnecessarily low levels of 
inking, resulting in reproductions with an unpleasantly flat appear­
ance. In color work this is parti�ularly apt to occur with the cyan 
ink, which results in brown instead of black shadows. 2 
The subject of dot-area changes can be approached from several 
aspects: press, blankets, plates, paper, impression, screen ruling 
1 Frank Preucil, Zenon Elyjiw, and Robert F. Reed, "The 
GATF Dot Gain Scale 11 GATF Researc1 Progress, (Graphic Arts Technical 
Foundation, Nmnber 69, Nov£mber, 1965) p. 1. 
2 John A. C. Yule, 11Variation of Tone Reproduction in Half­
tone Processes," Printing Ink and Color, (New York: Pergamon Press, 
1961) p. 60. 
3 
or ink. The physical condition of the press may create slur, which 
is essentially a dot-area change. The blanket's surface and struc­
ture may allow it to swell, soften or harden. The.plate may contain 
enlarged dots due to incorrect contacting or coating and surface 
factors. The paper may allow the ink to soak into the sheet. In­
correct packing or variations due to blanket swelling or crushed 
packing may cause ink to be squeezed out, thus enlarging the dot 
areas. The screen ruling of.t�e halftone or tint will have an effect 
on the "clean running" capabilities of the press; and, an excessive 
ink-film thickness applied to the sheet may cause the excess ink to 
be squeezed out into non-printing areas, thus producing dot-area 
changes. Hence, it would seem that dot-area changes are more often 
the result of variations in component supplies, conditions and 
applications, rather than in the press itself. 
All of the above approaches, including their many individual 
characteristics, can be considered variables. These variables can 
be treated in one of three ways. First, they can be varied in a 
specific way, and therefore their effects can be estimated. Second, 
they can be held "constant" and their effects minimized; or third, 
they can be randomized to prevent their effects being interpreted 
as the effects of another variable. It should be noticed that 
constant is in quotation marks, for there is usually a mininn.un 
variation which cc:nnot be controlled. The effects o:f the l.mcon­
trollable variant must be el�ninated by randomization. All of these 
treatments were used in this experimentation. 
4 
Many times pressmen, having _dot gain and loss problems, cut 
back their ink in an attempt to produce a pleasing effect. If their 
dot gain or loss is produced by another factor, such as i�pression, 
they have merely succeeded in lowering contrast while still losing 
detail due to the spreading of the dots. The effect of this loss 
of detail is more noticeable in shadow areas because of the tendency 
toward solids in deep shadows. 
In this instance, if line work is printed at the same time, 
an overall unpleasing gray reproduction will be the end result. A 
common method employed to bring up the contrast and density of line 
work is to increase the ink-film thickness. This will probably 
result in further loss of detail in shadow areas of halftones and 
tints because of "fill-in" effects on the plate. An understanding 
of the causes and effects of dot-area changes on reproduction is 
essential if a pressman is to provide solutions to the problems 
encountered. The pressman must also know the extent of the effects 
of each variable. 
Purposes of the Study 
T'ne author's intention in this study was to determine what 
effect density of ink-film thickness has on dot-area changes on an 
offset press. 
It is a well-kno1-m fact that an extreme increase or decrease 
of ink-film thickness has a direct effect on visual quality of a 
halftone or tint; however, it was suspected that within visual 
5 
acceptable limits of ink-film thickness, tonal value is still affected 
to a great extent by dot-area changes. It was hypothesized that 
significant variations in tonal reproduction would be encountered 
within visually accepted print-quality limits established by the 
simple ink-smear test and visual grayness of the reproduction. 
It was also suspected that dot-area variations would progres­
sively increase from highlight dots or light tints to shadow dots or 
dark tints. 
A secondary objective was to determine the effect of ink-film 
thickness on dot slur. 
Review of Literature 
There seems to be a problem with nomenclature concerning the 
subject of dot-area changes. Nearly every study undertaken in this 
area has its own terminology for the gain of image area encountered. 
Dot-area changes have been termed "sharpness, " "gain and loss, " "tone 
value, " "resolution," "graininess, " "definition.," "slur" and "fill-
in." 
No matter how the subject is labelled, the final objective 
is to describe the visual changes in the quality of the printed 
sheet which are often caused by enlarged dots. 
Warren L. Rhodes conducted an experiment to determine how well 
individuals are able to estimate tone and halftone values. It was 
found that there was a wide range of estimates. Each observer was 
presented with a 50 per cent tint patch and asked "what tone value 
6 
is this?" The standard deviation of their answers was 9. 6  per cent, 
a fairly �ride range of visual assessments.3 The same test was again 
given in the above experiment but the observers were allowed to use 
a densitometer to make their judgments. The standard deviation of 
their judgments in the subsequent test was 1. 8 per cent. To word 
it differently, measurement error was only one-eighth that of the 
visual judgment of skilled observers. These findings indicate that 
visual judgment ·of tints and halftones is not as precise as is 
measurement.4 However, many P!essmen still use the ueye-ball" or 
visual method to evaluate density and tone value. 
Rhodes stated that "most workers freely admit to their in­
ability to accurately judge tone value-independently, but most of 
them hold fast to their belief that their judgment of tone relation­
ships is unquestionable. rr5 
To substantiate this statement he conducted another experi­
ment to detennine how well skilled workers were able to relate the 
tone in the original to the tones in a halftone, how well they were 
able to relate the halftone to the print, and whether these se­
lections are consistent with their tone reproduction preference. 6 
3 Warren L. Rhodes, ttTone and Color Control in Reproduction 
Processes," TAGA Proceedings, 6th Annual Technical Meeting, (Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, Technical Association of the Graphic Arts, 1954) p. 49. 
4 Rhodes, p. 51. 
5 Rhodes, p. 52. 
6 Rhodes, p. 53. 
7 
It was found that the observers preferred facsimile reproductions 
but they did not select the halftone that would produce this result. 
However, they did demonstrate their ability to determine the re­
lationship between negative tones and press-sheet tones. 7 
This study suggests that pressmen are able to anticipate dot­
area changes in platemaking and press work to a fairly high degree. 
They were not able to relate this reproduction to the original tone 
value with much ·success, however. 
In lithographic printing, all images go through a photo­
graphic fi]m state in the pre-press operations. The dot areas found 
on the negative are usually the reference point from which the press­
man makes his evaluation of the amount of dot-area change encountered 
on the press, although the dot sizes visualized on the negative are 
not necessarily the dot sizes that are printable. 
When halftones are made from a contact screen the individual 
dot varies in density from its center to its outer edge. This is 
caused by the vignetted screen from which the dots are fonned. 
Obviously this variation causes difficulty in establishing the 
boundaries of the dot and brings up the question of how the printable 
area of a dot is measured, or what density limits of the dot are 
printable? 
7 Rhodes, p. 54. 
8 
The vignetted negative halft_one dot vtlll allow some portions 
of the dot to "burn out" in platemaking, thus producing a different 
size dot on the plate from that visualized on the negative. 
The dot area which is lost in platemaking and the dot area 
that is usually gained in printing may balance out in the end. 
However this is only theory and lacks empirical evidence. 
"One way out of this difficulty is to specify a definite 
density level at_ which the position of the edge of the dot is to be 
measured. u8 
John A. C. Yule found that the portion of a negative dot 
which has a 1.1 density or less will print on the plate or "burn 
out, " while a density of 1. 0 or greater will not expose the plate. 
With this finding, Yule stated that the area of a halftone negative 
dot could be defined as "that part of the dot lying within a boundary 
of constant density (in this case 1. 0), this boundary density being 
equal to the density of the first step on the sensitivity guide 
/_stouffer gray scali/ which prints. 119 
Yule listed four factors which affect the relationship 
between dot-size and density in a tone reproduction. These are: 
(1) Solid-ink density 
8 D. J. Howe and John A. C. Yule, "Measurement of Dot Area 
and Sharpness II TAGA Proceedings, 5th Annual Technical Meeting, 
(Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Technical Association of the Graphic Arts, 
1954) p. 114. 
9 D. J. Howe and John A. C. Yule, p. 114. 
(2) Dot-size variation 
(3) Penetration of light into paper 
(4) Variation of ink-film thickness 
Solid-ink density is the most important factor, but its 
effect depends on the color strength of the ink, the ink-film 
thickness and the surface gloss of ink. 10 Solid-ink density can 
9 
be varied by adding extenders to the ink, thus reducing its color 
strength. It also can be varied by increasing or decreasing the ink­
film thickness, or by the amount of surface gloss that a particular 
ink produces. 
Dot-size variation has a direct effect on density of a tint 
reproduction or its tone value. Ink-film thickness and ink surface· 
gloss also have an effect on this factor. Identical densities can 
be obtained from small dense dots and larger less dense dots. 11 
The penetration of light into paper and its effect on printed 
dot density readings is a factor which Yule set forth in 1951. He 
found that when light strikes a 50 per cent printed tint, only about 
25 per cent of that light is reflectect.
12 
10 Yule, "Variation of Tone," p. 51. 
11 Preucil, Elyjiw and Reed, p. 1. 
12 John A. C. Yule and H. J. Neilsen, "The Penetration of 
Light into Paper and Its Effect on Halftone Reproduction, rr TAGA 
Proceedings, 3rd Annual Technical Heetin�, (Columbus, Ohio, Techni­
cal Association of the Graphic Arts, 1951) p. 69. 
10 
A 50 per cent tint with good ink coverage would be expected 
to reflect half as much light as unprinted paper. Because ink is 
not a perfect absorber, 53 per cent reflectance is expected. How­
ever, with a dot-area of 50 per cent, the reflectance is often only 
46 per cent or less. In other words, a density of 0.34 instead of 
0. 28 is obtained. This occurs even when there is no discoloring 
of the sheet due to the ink vehicle soaking into it. 13 
This phenomenon of variation in expected reflectance has been 
explained by Yule as the result of light scattering as it enters 
the sheet of paper. 
Light does not emerge from the sheet exactly where it enters. 
It is diffused as it enters the white portions of the tint. A small 
part of the light is reflected from the inked surface while the rest 
is absorbed by the ink's outer surface. The light which enters the 
white areas of the paper is diffused. Part of the light is re­
flected back out from the interior of the sheet through the openings, 
and part of it is absorbed by the under side of the ink layer. Some 
of the light that enters the sheet through the inked dots emerges 
through white paper. This appreciably increases the density of the 
middletones, especially on uncoated papers. The multiple internal 
reflections from the paper surface increase it still further. 14 
13 John A. C. Yule, D. J. Howe and J. N. Altman, 11The Effect 
of the Spread-Function of Paper on Halftone Reproduction, " Journal 
of the Technical Association of Pulp and Paper Industry, July, 1967, 
j;-:- 337. 
14 Yule and Neilsen, p. 65. 
11 
Only about 25 per cent of the actual light is reflected by a 
50 per cent tint. This accounts for the well-known fact that the 
densities of tints are always less than their percentage value. In 
other words, a 50 per cent tint will reflect less than 50 per cent 
of the light that strikes it. 
It has been suggested that this discrepancy may be caused by 
the penetration of ink vehicles into the paper between the. dots. 
Although this may contribute to tone and density variation in some 
cases, the penetration of ligh� into paper seems to be a more sig­
nificant cause of the discrepancy.15 
It was found that the penetration of light into papers which 
are highly susceptible to this factor caused higher highlight con­
trast in halftone reproductions and a slight, though surprisingly 
small, improvement in the cleanness of colors of light halftone 
tints. However, detail is less sharp, shadow contrast is lower and 
line work appears less sharp and of lower contrast in these cases. 
It was also concluded that the darker middletones and flatter 
shadows commonly obtained with uncoated papers appear to be caused 
by the spreading of light rather than the spreading of the dots.
16 
The results of Yule's studies concerning the per.etration 
of light into paper effectively disproved the simple equations 
15 Yule and Neilsen, p. 66. 
16 Yule, Hm·,e and Altman, p. 31t-4. 
which had been used in the past to represent the relationship of 
dot-area to the reflection characteristics of a halftone. 
One of the simplest of these equations is: 
A= aAs 
A= The per cent absorption by the halftone pattern. 
a = The dot area. 
As = The per cent of )ight absorbed by the solid. 17 
12 
This equation, which was set forth by Murray and Davies in 
1935, is based on a theory which states that in an ideal halftone, 
the amount of light absorbed should be proportional to the dot-area. 
Several other formulas have been published to correct the 
. Murray-Davies equation, but they all seem to have limitations. 
One can surmise from all the empirical data published con­
cerning the relationship between dot-area changes and tone repro­
duction that the reflection densitometer is not a valid analytic� 
tool for measuring this relationship. 
There is an indication that most researchers are not 
familiar with the variables affecting light reflection readings. 
Most of the research concerning dot-area changes has been conducted 
with either a reflection densitometer or a variation of this instru­
ment. This may be due to the fact that actual dot area measurement 
is time consundng and ink-film thickness is hard to measure 
17 Yule, H01,re and Altman, p. 340. 
13 
accurately. It has been established that density measurement curves 
are close, but not completely accurate. 
Yule found that up to a certain point, increasing the amount 
of ink caused a fairly uniform increase in contrast. He used Munsell
. 
value graphs, which are equal to visual perception, in his experi­
mentation. He also found that with excessive inking beyond the 
highest inking quality level, a loss of shadow contrast occurredJ 
and that this took place even if the shadow dots did not "fill-in." 
This occurs, he concluded, largely because of light penetration into 
the paper.18 
In an experiment utilizing a reflection densitometer inno-
vation called polarized light, Harry Hull found that on extremely 
matte black solid prints, a point was reached where increased ink­
film thickness gave little increase in the density readings of dry 
proofs made with a standard densitometer. With a polarizing 
densitometer, readings from the same proofs revealed a wider 
variation of density. 
Hull concluded that the polarizing densitometer gives a 
better measure of ink-film thickness than the standard reflection 
densitometer.19 
18 Yule, 11Variation of Tone," p. 60. 
19 Harry H. Hull, "The Polarizing Reflection De1:1
sito�:t er," 
� Research Progress, (Graphic Arts Technical Foundati
on, ti, mber 
66, July, 1964) p. 2. 
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Yule concluded from his studies of tone reproduction that 
density graphs often show that heavy inking increases shadow con� 
trast. He pointed out that such findings are erroneous because 
14 
the human eye does not respond to density differences at high levels. 
In other words, densitometer readings are not proportional to visual 
impression -of darkness. 20 
"Dryback" is also a problem when using the reflection 
densitometer. Wet and dry ink of the same ink-film thickness pro­
duce different readings because of changes in the ink ' s  surface 
gloss during drying. 
Yule summed up the situation in this statement: "the 
relationship between dot-area and /yrintei/ halftone density is not 
· nearly so simple as it appears. 11
21 
Research workers at the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation 
found that increases of ink-film thickness have a direct effect 
on dot-area increases. They used the GATF quality strip in their 
experimentation. The 1 1QC" strip is a 3/32-inch wide, 150-line 
ruling, line tint . It is sensitive to increases and decreases of 
both ink and water. 
Jorgensen, director of the print quality research conducted 
at GATF, stated that visual comparison of 1 1QC 1 1  strips on _press 
20 Yule, "Variation of Tone, 1 1 p. 60. 
21 Yule and Neilsen, p .  74. 
15 
sheets to an "OK" sheet is .superior .to densitometer and photometer 
readings if proper care . is taken in the comparison. 22 
Visual controls used in platemaking and presswork are usually 
referred to  as sensitivity guides . Their primary function is to 
show variation in image size during presswork and pre-presswork pro­
cedures. Sensitivity guides are designed to graphically display an 
easily recognizable number or design that will tell the platemaker 
or pressman whether image size variation is present . When speaking 
in terms of halftone and tint dots , the variation is usually thought 
of as dot-area change. There may also be dot-area variation in a 
single direction. This is known as slurring . Usually a sensitivity 
guide will identify the type of variation encountered . 
Signalstrip , manufactured by Lithos Incorporated , Chicago , 
is an aid to control halftone dot areas on film, plate and press 
sheets. It .provides a visible pattern or "signalu if there is any 
deviation from the normal dot image on the plate or press sheet. 23 
Robert E. Wood , of the Western Printing and Lithographing 
Company plant in Racine , Wisconsin, developed a sensitivity guide 
in 1953 to measure slur , image-area gain and resolution . This scale 
consisted of a solid center approximately 3/8 inch in diameter. 
22 George W. Jorgensen , "The GATF 11QC" Strip, 1 1 GATF Research 
Progress , (Graphic  Arts Technical Foundation , Number 71 , August , 
1966 ) p .  2. 
23 Selah Bond, Jr. an Hilde Sahmel, Graphic Arts Pro_g:ress , 
November-December 196 5 ,  p .  4 .  
16 
surrounded by ninety pie-shaped solid radial wedges . The Graphic 
Arts Technical Foundation improved Wood ' s  sensitivity guide by 
removing the solid center and extending the pie-shaped wedges into 
the · center. The Foundation found that this innovation greatly 
increased the guide ' s sensitivity to ink spreading and resolution. · 
This sensitivity guide is cal.led the "GATF Star Target. " 
The Foundation also developed a scale which it calls the 
"GATF Dot Gain Scale . "  This scale measures essentially the same 
characteristics as the Star Target, but incorporates a 200-line 
tint gray-scale in the form of numbers and a line tint . All of 
these sensitivity guides are commercially available to the printing 
industry as quality control tools . 24 
In a study of ink penetration into paper, C .  J. Miller 
found that ink penetration was accomplished in two ways : contact 
penetration and creep penetration . In contact penetration, 
impression appears to be a big factor along with ink-film thickness ,  
while creep penetration is  enhanced by the bulk and structure of 
the sheet. Ink tends to follow fiber bundles . Where they are 
thicker , penetration is more prevalent . It can be surmi sed that 
the correlation between sheet structure and the degree of ink 
24 George W.  Jorgensen, 1 1 The LTF Star Target, " GATF Research 
Progress, (Graphic Art s Technical Foundation, " Number 42,  February, 
1961) p. 1 .  
penetration could have an effect on the whiteness of the sheet 
and thus affect visual tone quality. 25 
Ink is an almost incompressible fluid having a 
plastic type of flow. Ink pigment particles are normally 
one to three microns in size, and this is smaller than 
many of the paper fiber interstices, although some inter­
fibrillar gaps are apprecia�ly below half a micron. The 
ink is squeezed into the larger gaps in the surface fibers 
while much of the medium /yehicly drains partially away 
leaving an overpigmented plug on the surface. Most of the 
vehicle filtration occurs at the instant of impression., 
continues more slowly some time after impression, and 
slowly peters out. 26 
Yule concluded in a stu�y of the relationship between dot­
area and printed ink density that ink spreading is not uniform 
throughout the scale, but is greatest in the shadows .
27 
He stated : 
It seems to me that the important question is not so 
much ' how does ink film thickness affect dot area ' but 'how 
is the increase of dot area with ink film thickness affected 
by the physical properties of the ink or the printing con­
ditions. ' We have noticed, for example ,  that magenta inks 
often seem to spread more than the other colors, but we do 
not know why this is so. 28 
Yule also suggested that there is a great possibility that 
halftone dots printed on an offset press may not have the same 
25 C. J. Miller, "Studies of Ink Penetration i:1to Paper," 
TAGA Proceedings, 14th Annual Meeting, (Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
Technical Association of the Graphic Arts, 1962) p. 45. 
26 E. A. Apps, Ink Technology for Printers and Students, 
(London, Leonard Hill, 1963) p. 64. 
27 Yule, "Variation of Tone," p. 65. 
28 John A. C. Yule, Graphic Arts Research Center (letter 
to the author, February 27, 1968 ).  
17 
18 
ink-film thickness as solids. He stated that "this is  easily seen 
in the case of letterpress printing in which the ink is squeezed 
out to the edge of the dot , but it seems to be of less importance 
in offset work. rr.29 
Graininess of print is one of the problems that is often 
mistaken for dot-area change because they both produce about the 
same visual result . Graininess is the appearance of roughness in 
what should be smooth, even tones on the printed sheet . Graininess 
may also be defined as irregul�r patterns which are random from dot 
to dot. 
Graininess can be classified in two categories :  black grain 
and white grain. Black grain is the presence of extremely small 
particles of ink in non-printing areas . White grain is the absence 
of ink from small areas in the printed image. Black grain can be 
caused by irregular, ragged dots . This spreading of dots could be 
classified as a dot-area change . However, it is not an even overall 
change of all the dot-areas, which is the criterion used to establish 
the term dot gain or loss. 
White grain is often caused by too much water and is sometimes 
called sno�rflaking. Coating pick can also cause  a problem similar 
to white graininess. 
Jorgensen found in his study of graininess in lithographic 
prints , that graininess is always present in lithographic images .  
29 Yule , 1 1Variation of Tone, "  p. 51 . 
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The minimum size of the grain is about 0 . 0005 of an inch in diameter, 
while the maximum size can be almost any value . Under average visual 
conditions, a minimum visual density difference of 0 . 01 must be 
present to see graininess with the naked eye . The contrast of black 
and white grains in lithographic prints is nearly always greater 
than this minimum . 30 
Probably the most common cause of black graininess is scum­
ming . Graininess, like dot-area changes, increases as ink-film 
d • t . 
3 1  
ensi y increases . 
Sharpness or resolution is another term which is often used 
to refer to halftone print quality . Rhodes has defined resolution 
as ref erring "to the ability of. a system to resolve or discriminate· 
between closely spaced elements .  1 132  
H .  E .  J.  Neugebauer and J .  T .  Bickmore concluded in their 
study of screen sizes that a 150-line screen is good for the repro­
duction of all objects with regular contours and good contrast . 
Finer objects, like checker-board patterns, begin to " live, " giving 
the impression of thousands of swarming ants. A satisfactory 
30 George W .  Jorgensen, "Graininess in Lithographic Prints, "  
TAGA Proceedings , 7th Annual Technical Meeting, ( Boston, Massa-
chusetts, Technical Association of the Graphic Arts, 195 5 )  p. 103 . 
31  Jorg ensen, "Graininess in Lithographic Prints, " p .  105 . 
32 Warren L .  Rhodes , "Study of Obj ective Methods for 
Evaluating Sharpness  in Lithography, " TAGA Procee ings, 7th Annual 
Technical Meeting_, ( Boston, Massachusetts, Technical Association 
of the Graphic Art s ,  19 5 5 )  p .  109 . 
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reproduction of small images or faces, and irregular detail of low 
contrast can be achieved with a 200-line screen much better than 
with the 150-line screen.33 
Very fine detail near the limit of resolution of the human 
eye can be reproduced better with a 266-line screen .3 4  
This study suggests that the 150-line screen is the best 
for normal color work, while coarser screens can be used f,or black 
and white reproductions . This may possibly be due to the circular 
dot pattern formed by the vari?us color printers as opposed to 
individual dots in black and white work. 
Dick Dunbar stated that the Goss Company found that "ink 
characteristj_cs and printing pressures, both between plate and 
blanket, and blanket and paper, were critical factors in minimizing 
dot gain. 1 13 5  
Accurate packing o f  the plate and blanket is a n  absolute 
necessity for good presswork. Errors of only a few thousandths 
of an inch can greatly reduce the life of a presensitized plate 
and seriously affect the quality of the reproduction. 
33 H. E .  J. Neugebauer and J. T. Bickmore, "Experimental 
Investigation of the Effect of Screen Size on the Appearance of 
Multicolor Prints, " TAGA Proceedings, 14th Annual Meeting, 
(Minneapolis , Minnes0a, Technical Association of the Graphic 
Arts, 1962 ) p. 5 .  
34 Neugebauer and Bickmore , p .  5 .  
3 5  Dick Dunbar , The Goss Coinpany , ( letter to the author, 
October 3 ,  1967 ) . 
Dot slur is a common problern · that can be caused by over­
packing. Mealy, wormy-looking halftones are frequently caused by 
overpacking or an incorrect relationship of packing between the 
plate and the blanket . This problem of slurring is especially 
noticeable in halftones or tints with connected dots.36 
The . ink transferring properties of an offset printing 
blanket can be attributed to the physical texture of the printing 
surface and the ·chemical makeup of that surface . 
The textures of the _ printing surfaces of two identical 
face formulations may be varied by processing techniques to 
provide blankets having different ink transferring charac­
t eristics . A blanket having a coarse texture will carry more 
ink as compared to a relatively smooth blanket . The coarser 
blanket , having more surface area, has a higher inking 
capacity than the smooth blanket . 
The chemical makeup of the blanket has more effect 
upon ink transferring properties than the physical texture. 
The printing surfaces of most blankets are composed of 
butadiene-acrylonitrile copolymers . This elastomer has 
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the solvent resistance necessary to withstand the ink vehicles_ 
and has the resiliency for high speed presses . 
Dot gain and loss related to an offset blanket are 
usually attributed to solvent absorption and the resiliency 
of the blanket . If the ink vehicle or cleaning solvent should 
swell the blanket excessively, dot growth will occur. The 
blanket sHelling will increase the circumference of the 
blanket cylinder, thereby increasing the periphery speed , 
which results in dot elongation. Over-packing the blan_�et 
will produce  the same condition. 
Dot loss on high speed presses results from the 
blanket sinking or fr.om a blanket surface having a low 
resiliency . Assuming all conditions constant except the 
resiliency , a blan cet having highe: resiliency :e�roduces 
more faithfully than a blanket having a low resiliency, 
36 Anon:y:mou.s , "Ibw Pac dng Gauge Improves Accuracy, 
1 1  GATF 
Research Pro;';!ross , ( Graphic Art s Technical Foundation, Nu.rnber 
42, 
January , 19 59) p. 1 .  
especially as the speed of the press is increased . 
Resiliency , as measured in an offset blanket, is the 
speed of recovery after impact . A blanket having low 
resiliency does not have sufficient recovery--resulting 
in dot loss )7 
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In the search for literature concerning dot-area changes it 
became evident that except for the extensive research of J. A .  C .  
Yule, there has been very little actual tone reproduction data 
published. However, there has been a lot of theoretical lip 
service given to the subject. It is hoped that this report will 
shed some light on the subject and possibly encourage more research 
in this area. 
3 7 E. A. Clifton , Dayco Corporation, ( letter to the
 author, 
October 10 , 1967 ) .  
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CHAPTER II · 
METHODOLCGY 
One of the basic handicaps of any scientific study of cause 
and effect is controlling the variables encountered. It has been 
said that the only consistent thing about an offset press is its 
inconsistency. This is of course an exaggerated statement, although 
.. 
there are a multitude of variables connected with printing on an 
offset press. 
The primary objective throughout the experiment was, of 
course , to control or eliminate the effect of as many as possible 
of the variables that might affect the results of the study. 
Absolute control is not possible on a machine such as an 
offset press . The very fact that it is a production tool and not an 
instrument of measurement subjects it to questionable accuracy. The 
press, the supplies used and the product printed, all have tolerance 
limits. Therefore, the nature of the press and component supplies 
were evaluated and great care was taken in the selection of the 
procedure and tools to be used. 
The Press 
The press used in this experiment was a 29-inch, single­
color Miehle offset equipped with an automatic ink-fountain agitator, 
1 1True Rollingn cylinders and Oxy Dry • 
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The maximum speed of this press is 8, 500 impressions per hour. 
Five thousand impressions per hour was selected as the press speed 
to be used in the experiment because it has been found through ex­
perience that this is the best operating speed for continuous 
production on this press. 
One of the major reasons for using the Miehle press is that 
it has incorporated into its printing unit a unique, patented im­
pression design · called "True Rolling Cylinders. 11 During impression 
on most offset presses the pre�sure between plate cylinder and 
blanket cylinder, and between impression cylinder and blanket cylin­
der, causes both a reduction in cylinder radius and an increase in 
circumference of the blanket cylinder . 
One factor that causes this effect is the incompressibility 
of rubber which causes a swelling effect just outside the contact 
point, called the nip . With "True Rolling, " the blanket cylinder 
is smaller in diameter than the plate and impression cylinders. 
This results in less depression in the blanket and more equal sur­
face speeds when the cylinders are packed correctly . 38 It also 
produces more accurate image length and less likelihood of slur in 
the printed sheet . 
The ink feed from the fountain to the roller system of the 
press :i.s controlled by a ratchet which determines the duration of 
38 Albert T. Kuehn , "A c curate Print Length on Offset Presses 
With True Rollin� _, ' '  Lithogr2nher ' s Journal, May, 195 5 ., P ·  3 .  
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contact between the ink-fountain roller and the ductor roller. Ink 
feed is also controlled by fountain screws which adjust the amount 
of ink that passes between the fountain blade and the fountain 
roller. The screws adjust the amount of ink across the press and 
the ratchet adjusts the amount of turn given to the fountain roller. 
Based on a pretest press run, the ink-fountain screws were 
adjusted for a thin, even feed across the press. Densitometer 
readings from the solid steps of the gray scale were used to 
accomplish this adjustment. 
The ink-feed ratchet control consists of 15  settings ranging 
from O to 15. Each setting , starting with number one, increases 
the distance the ink-fountain roller rotates when it is in contact 
with the ductor roller. Through this adjustment, the amount of ink 
was varied from � low setting of one to a high setting of eight. 
This progressively increased the amount of ink transferred to the 
printing plate. 
The water-feeding system operates on the same principle as 
the ink-feeding syst em, except that it has a range of 20 settings on 
the ratchet. 
The water-feed setting was varied with the ink to maintain a 
"clean" print. Variation of water feed was undesirable, but neces­
sary, due to the unrealistically low printing range encountered when 
holdina the water feed constant . Variation of wat er with the ink is 0 
necessary to avoid gray and/or scum ing print s . 
A constant water setting with a variable ink feed would 
drastically reduce the range of acceptable visual print quality . 
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This is the reason for a 500-sheet test of each ink setting 
rather than a 200- or 300-sheet test . The longer test was needed 
to adjust the ink-water balance. The first 100 sheets of each test 
were used as pretest paper for those particular ink and water set­
tings, and the remaining 400 sheets were for the actual te
.
st . 
The Test Plate Design 
In order to analyze dot-area variation there must be a 
suitable image that will demonstrate the effects sought .  The Graphic 
Arts Technical Foundation was extremely helpful in this respect • 
. The Foundation provided star targets, dot-gain scales, slur scales 
and print-quality strips for the experiment . Each of the above are 
quality control scales which can be easily stripped to the flat of 
any form. Their major drawback is that they measure only dot-area 
changes in one tone or one tint value . For this reason a gray scale 
containing eleven steps ranging from a O per cent dot ( no ink) to a 
100 per cent dot ( solid ink ) was used as the major test image . The 
eleven st eps have gradations of 10 per cent intervals and were con­
structed by the use of various percentage tint blocks 1 3/4 x 4 
inches . The screen ruling of these tints was 133 lines per inch. 
A combination of the GATF print-quality scales, the gray 
scale and a 21-step Stouffer continuous-tone gray scale are shmm 
· in Appendi x A, which i s  the test-image design that was printed . 
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This design was constructed, taking· care not to allow certain parts 
of the image to track ink from other parts of the test image. The 
gray scale was split and laid out so that highlights and shadows, 
as well as middle tones, would progress in opposite directions 
parallel to the cylinder. Care was taken to space the gray scales 
so that one revolution of the form rollers would completely cover 
them without overlapping. This was done to prevent tracking and 
help compensate for drainage of ink from the side of the press 
carrying the heavier tints of the scale. This would also alleviate 
the possibility of ink piling up on the other end of the inking 
system. This split, reversed scale also served as a means of 
quickly checking evenness of ink coverage through the use of 
densitometer readings on the two solid steps of the scale at each 
side of the plate. 
The Plate 
Ronald C. Rept of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, 
(3M),  suggested the use  of a 3M, type "K " offset plate for this 
experiment . This plate belongs to the family of subtractive pre� 
sensitized plates because the light-sensitive material used in its 
manufacture is in the fonn of a lacquer and is hardened when exposed 
to light . All nonprinting areas of the light-sensitive material 
are then washed away by a desensitizer. This cha.racteristic gives 
the press-ready plate a uniform image. 
The "K" plate has a "large range of water acceptance while 
t . 11 . t . . d 1 · d 
3 9 
s 1. main aining a goo so i • 1 1  The "K" plate, unlike other 
plates , is less  susceptible to the effects of printing pressures, 
wash-up solutions, fountain solutions and other elements which 
reduce the productive life of plates. 
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Before making the test plate, a series of exposure tests 
were conducted to determine the correct arc-lamp exposure for this 
plate . A plate \'Tas cut into blocks, four inches by five inches .  
A Stouffer 21-step, continuous-tone gray scale , three GATF star 
targets, three GATF dot-gain scales and three GATF slur scales 
were exposed to the plate blocks. 
Eleven plate blocks were exposed using the same set of 
scales, but with varying exposures . The plate-block exposures were 
increased ten seconds for each ·test exposure , starting with a three­
minute exposure . Four minutes and thirty-five seconds was found to 
be the correct exposure for the 1 1K 1 1  plate by means of the 21-step 
Stouffer gray scale. This gray scale should develop out to a solid 
step six when proper exposure is applied . 
The Stouffer gray scale ·was positioned on the test plate 
so that it 1·10uld print . Thus, visual assessments of pJ.ate wear 
could be made during the experimental press 1vork. The other scales 
used in the plate exposure tests were merely for visual assessment 
39 Ronald C .  Reph, 3M Company (letter to  the author, Sept mber 
18, 1967 ) .  
of the effects of exposure on dot-area changes. No visible changes 
were encountered. 
Plate making seems to be one of the maj or points where dot­
area changes occur ; therefore, this step in the pretest procedure 
was of great importance. 
The Paper 
Paper was probably the most difficult variable to consider 
constant because it is an unstable element. It also · encompasses 
many characteristics which could affect dot-area changes . For this 
reason, a preliminary experiment was conducted to establish the 
stability of reflectability present in the 2, 400 sheets of test 
paper. The paper selected was two cartons 
.
( 2 ,400 sheets ) of white 
25 x 38-60, long grain, blade-coated, super-calendered Productolith; 
manufactured by Consolidated Paper Company. 
The paper was tested with a densitometer, which was one of 
the basic analytical tools used in the maj or experiment. 
This paper was tested by two methods of sampling to es­
tablish the stability of reflection from sheet to sheet , and to 
determine if there was any pattern in the densitometer readings which 
might indicate multiple sheeting from different rolls. 
The two methods of sampling were a systematic method and a 
random method. In the systematic method three readings were taken 
across the grain from every fiftieth sheet . In the random method , 
readin�s were taken from the first ten sheets in randomly selected 0 
stacks of fifty , which were selected from larger stacks of 400 
sheets . 
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In both of these preliminary tests little variation in 
reflectance was found . It was concluded that the slight variation 
that was present would not affect the results of the maj or experi­
ment . 
A more complete explanation of the findings of this pre­
liminary paper test can be found in Appendix B .  Also included in 
Appendix B are data pertaining- to the pressroom atCTospheric con­
ditions compiled before the paper test. 
The paper was then randomized to further compensate for any 
structural paper defects or other elements incorporated in the paper 
that might affect the results obtained in the maj or experiment. The 
method used to randomize the test paper is given in Appendix C .  
The paper was then cut in half to obtain a press-sheet of 
19 x 25 inches. This gave a total of 4, 800 press sheets 19 x 25  
inches. 
After cutting, the paper was stored in the pressroom to 
acclimate it to the atmospheric conditions until the day of the test . 
The Ink -- --
The i.nk selected for the experiment was Offset Black. It 
was manufactured to tack specifications by Capitol Printing Ink 
Company , Inc. 
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There was no particular reason for picking black ink for this 
experiment . The major reason for selecting this particular ink was 
that it was available, contained no "additives, " contained a linseed 
oil vehicle and the basic chemical formula had been tested for tack 
and high speed stability by the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation . 
This batch was made to tack specifications of 15. 0 ,  medium 
speed . The printing industry accepts this reading as medium tack. 
"Tack is a major factor in the quality of print , especial_ly in 
multicolor work and will have ·an overall effect on makeready time 
and press hours. rr40 
The linseed oil vehicle contained in this ink allows it to 
carry a relatively large amount of water before emulsifying. The 
lack of additives such as dryers, allows the ink to maintain its 
tack and rheological properties with age. 
The tack and speed stability test performed on this ink 
formula by the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation prior to the ex­
periment, indicated that 1 1 at the moment of water contact on the 
inkometer , a momentary drop in ink tack to approximately "6 "  tack 
took place and within seconds the ink regained itself and came up to 
a tack of 12. 7 at low sp ·3ed and a 30-second rating. u4l 
40 otto C .  Stoessel,  Jr. , "Measurement of Ink ancl .. rinting 
Qualities, " TAGA Procee ings , 12th Annual Meeting, (Washington , 
D. C. , Technical Association of the Graphic Art s, 1960 ) p .  6 5. 
41 Frank V. Halvonik, Graphic Art s Technical Foundation 
( letter to the author, January 4,  1968 ) . 
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A 1. 9 per cent increase in tack over a ten-minute period on 
the inkometer showed that the ink was very stable. Stability, even 
with the addition of water, showed a decrease of 4. 6 per cent which 
is also considered very stable. 42 
Frank V. Halvonik, a member of the Graphic Arts Technical 
Foundation ' s  Technical Service Department, stated that "the ink 
formula is of good quality, has good tack characteristics and good 
stability even with the addition of water. u43 
The Fountain Solution 
The fountain solution mixture has been one of the most 
significant problems in the lithographic industry for many years • 
. For this reason, the mixture was careful]y selected. Here again, 
the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation was helpful in suggesting 
a proven mixture for the experiment. Following is the fonnula for 
the mixture used : 
Solution A !!_ • .§..  Units 
Water. . • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 32 ounces 
AmmoniUi� Bichromate • . • • • • • • • • • • • l½ ounces 
Phosphoric Acid, 85 per cent . • • • • • 3/4 ounce 
Solution � 
Magnesium Nitrate. 
Water to make • . • 
. . . . 
. . . . . . . . 16 ounces 1 gallon 
42 Anonymous ,  Graphic Arts Technical Found2.tion (Technical 
Services Laboratory data sh eet for tack and high speed stability 
test, Deccillber 26, 1964) . 
43 Halvoni , Letter . 
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Press Fountain Solution Q.  �- Units 
Solution A • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 liquid ounce 
Solution B • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 liquid ounces 
Gum Arabic, 14 ° Baume . • • • • • • •. 2 liquid ounces 
Water • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 gallons44 
* This formula makes two gallons of fountain solution . 
Two gallons of solution were mixed before the experiment . 
This quantity was enough to make all press runs . Distilled water 
was used in the initial mixture . The solution was adjusted to a pH 
of 4 . 5 by the addition of eight ounces of tap water . A pH of 4 . 0  
t o  5 . 0 is considered by the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation as the 
best pH range on an offset press of this kind . 45 PHydrian paper 
was used to check the pH . 
The Blanket 
Inauiries to several off set blanket manufacturers were made_, 
asking for donations of test blankets and characteristics of their 
products . Of the seven blankets obtained, a blanket manufactured 
by Reeves Brothers Inc . was chosen as the test blanket . 
This blanket was identified by the manufacturer as a number 
714 green, compressible blanket . This blanket is made of a 
synthetic rubber which is resistant to ink vehicle and solvent 
44 Raymond J. Prince, Graphic Arts Technical Foundation 
( lett er to the author, November 11 , 1967 ) .  
45 Paul J . Hart such , 1 1 Chf:mistry of Lithography,
"  ( New York : 
Lithogrnphic Technical Foundation, 1961 ) P •  301 . 
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absorption, thus it prevents swelling to a great extent. The com­
pressible characteristic of the blanket eliminates the rubber nip 
which distorts image transfer. The rubbe� nip, which is a bulge 
fonned in front of the blanket cylinder contact point when running 
an impression, handicaps irik transfer because the rubber nip acts 
as a squeegee and prevents a fyll transfer of ink from plate, to 
blanket, to paper. 46 The rubber nip is also a common caus·e of slur 
and dot-area changes . It was hoped that this compressible charac­
teristic would to a great extent eliminate the effect of the blanket 
on dot-area changes; thus, the blanket could be considered as a 
constant. 
The manufacturer recommended that the 714 blanket be over­
packed .003 of an inch over press specifications in order to obtain 
proper printing pressure. 
The Testing Procedure 
The day before the experiment the press was thoroughly 
cleaned. The inking system was washed with a two-step solution 
· and the dampening system was wiped down. A new dampening sleeve 
was installed on the water form roller and as much dirt, paper dust , 
oil and anti-set-off spray was removed from the press as possible. 
The 714 compressible blanket was installed on the press and 
packed to manufacturer ' s  recommendations plus the . 003-inch extra 
46 Thomas P. Connelly, Reeves Brothers Inc. (letter to the 
author, October 10, 1967) .  
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packing, recommended by the blanket . manufacturer. This brought the 
packing up to the height of the blanket-cylinder bearers. These 
packing measurements were checked by the use of the Colight packing 
gauge, an instrument built to measure cylinder packing on the cylinder 
without disturbing it. 
At this time the 4, 800 sheets of test paper were loaded on the 
press, being careful to keep the 500-sheet markers intack. The 300 
sheets of pretest paper were loaded on top of the pile. The press 
feeder was then adjusted for c0ntinuous feeding and the reflection · 
densitometer was set up on a table near the press. All other needed 
supplies and tools, including the test plate, were then laid out 
near the press. 
On the morning of the experiment the pressroom temperature 
was 74°F and the relative humidity was 32 per cent at 9: 40 a.m. 
These readings were considered nonnal when compared to the atmospheric 
data recorded on the preliminary paper experiment conducted in 
December, (Appendix B) . 
The reflection densitometer was turned on soon after the 
researcher entered the pressroom. This allowed it to warm up according 
to the manufacturer's recommendations before its pretest use. 
The test plate was then positioned on the plate cylinder and 
packed to the press manufacturer ' s  recommendations of .007 inches 
above the plate-cylinder bearers. This gave a total squeeze of . 007 
inches which was recommended for the 714 compressible blanket. ' 
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These measurements were also checked and confirmed by means of the 
Colight gauge. 
The foutain solution was mixed according to  .the formula and 
procedure mentioned earlier, and the solution tank was connected to 
the dampening system. After adding the solution to  the dampening 
system, a check was made of the pH to insure that no change had 
occurred. PHydrian paper was used for this check. 
All ink and water rollers were then checked for proper con­
tact pressures . The form rollers were also checked for proper 
contact to  the plate . These checks and adjustments were made to 
insure uniformity of ink and water distribution across the press. 
Proper contact pressure between rollers was checked by means of the 
paper "strip" test . This pressure check is a method of balancing 
t he pressure between the rollers by means of running three strips 
of paper between the rollers . One strip is placed in the center · 
of the roller and one is placed at each end. The strips are then 
pulled out and evaluations and adjustments are made to  obtain an 
even frictional drag . 
The "stripe"  test was used to insure proper contact pressure 
between form rollers and the plate. This pressure check is a method 
of balancing the pressure between the plate and the ink and water 
form rollers . The rollers are "dropped l f  to the plate, allowed to  
rest in that position for a few seconds and then raised . The plate 
cylinder is then run around so the stripes are visible. The stripe 
widths are measured and adjustments are made . 
An ink and water stripe of 1/8 to 1/4 inch wide on the 
printing plate from the form rollers, was maintained. 
The impression cylinder gauge was then set at - .003 inch. 
The thickness of one sheet of the test paper was .003 inch. The 
blanket cylinder was packed to bearer height. 
The ink was put in the fountain and all ink rollers were 
inked up. The fountain keys were all set for a thin, even ink 
distribution and the water and ink-feed ratchets were shut off. 
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The press speed was set at 5 , 000 impressions per hour and the press 
was allowed to run for thirty minutes to break down the ink ' s  
consistency and build up normal frictional heat in the ink and 
rollers . This, in effect, decreases the tack of the ink and in­
creases its rheological characteristics. 
During this thirty-minute warm-up period the reflection 
densitomete� was checked for accuracy and zeroed on a sheet of the 
test paper. 
After the thirty-minute warm-up period the press \·1as ready 
for the pretest to determine the minimu.i� ink setting and still main­
tain good visual print quality. 
A water setting of four and an ink setting of one was 
selec ved by the author and two other experienced pressmen. With 
these settings the press was started and the printed sheets were 
analyzed by the three pressmen to deterrnine the necessary adjustments 
of water and ink to find the minimum ink set ting and still maintain 
acceptable visual print quality. Part of the paper used in this 
pretest was manufactured by West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company 
but was very similar to the actual test paper. 
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It was understood that there had to be at least enough water 
run to keep the plate damp, and in turn, allow it to "run clean. " 
With this water setting a point would be reached, in cutting back 
the ink , where a gray image would result. These two settings were 
found to be one for ink, and five for water. They were then selected 
as the starting points for the major experiment. After these set­
tings were established, the first 100 sheets of test pap�r were 
printed to verify these settings. During this press run, densitom­
eter readings were taken from the two solid steps of the gray 
scales to make sure that an even ink distribution was being obtained. 
At this point the press was stopped and both the blanket and 
plate cylinders were checked with the Colight gauge to see if any 
change in packing had occurred. The pH of the fountain solution 
was once again checked. No change in either the packing or pH had 
occurred. 
The counter was set at zero, the plate, blanket and impression 
cylinders were washed, and the first 400-sheet test was printed at 
5, 000 impressions per hour. No changes or adjustments of any kind 
were made during this press run. 
After the first test, the printed sheets were removed from the 
press and stored in cartons. The plate, blanket and impression 
cylinders were washed. The blanket and plate cylinder packing was 
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checked for changes in thickness and the pH of the fountain solution 
was checked • . 
For the second test the ink ratchet was increased one step 
and 100 sheets of test paper were printed to det ermine the need 
for any addition of water. 
The next 400-sheet test was then printed with these ink and 
water settings. No changes were made during the 400-sheet press 
run. These test sheets were then removed from the press, labeled 
and stored. 
This procedure was followed for each of the eight tests. 
After each test , Colight readings were taken, a one-step increase 
in ink was made , one hundred sheets of test paper were printed to 
obtain ink and water balance and the 400-sheet test was printed 
with no changes during the test run . 
During the eighth test run it was found that the maximum 
ink-film thickness had been reached by means of the simple ink­
smear test. A printed sheet from the eighth test was laid on a 
table and a light brush of the finger produced a 1/4-inch slur . 
This was considered maximum acceptable ink-film thickness . 
At this point the press work portion of the experiment was 
completed and the printed sheets were covered and allo-wed to dry 
overnight before analyzing the results. 
At the end of the press work portion of the experirnent a final 
Colight gauge reading was taken of both the blanket and the plate 
cylinders. A . 0005 inch swell haci occurred in th e  blanket nd a 
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. 0005 inch crush had occurred on the plate cylinder. These changes 
occurred during the fifth test run and remained stable thereafter. 
These two changes were considered negligible because they 
would balance each other out when considering total impression be­
tween plate and blanket. 
The increase in blanket packing was compensated for on the 
impression cylinder adjustment so impression on the paper would 
stay constant • 
The pH of the fountain - solution was checked .  No change in 
the pH had occurred at any time during the press work . Although 
different water settings were tried during the pretest for each ink 
setting , no water variation was necessary. The water setting re­
mained at five throughout the press work. 
At the end of the press work portion of the experiment 
{ 2 : 05 p.m. ) the temperature in the pressroom was 77 °F and the 
relative humidity was 30 per cent. No stop for lunch was made 
during the experiment . 
The Method of Analysis 
Densitometer readings were taken from the two solid gray­
scale steps on ten randomly selected sheets from each of the eight 
tes1.,s. The ten readings from each test were then tabulated to 
arrive at a mean density reading for each test . The readings were 
found to be consistent rithin each test . 
One press sheet having the mean density for its test wa� 
select ed from each test . This gave eight press sheet s  which were 
considered representative of their respective t est . 
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The methods select ed for analyzing the result s of the press­
work were : first , inch measurements of star-target center size and 
11QC 1 1  strip stroke widths ;  second, visual changes of the invisible 
number in dot-gain scales ; third, inch measurements of tint-block 
dot diameters . 
Photomicrographs were taken of the dots in each ·of the nine 
gray-scale steps , star-target center sizes and 1 1QC 1 1  strip stroke 
widths . 
An overlay of various size  circles .was made from a clear 
pi ece of acetate  so the diamet er of dots and star-targets could 
be measured easily . 
Visual analysis vras used for the dot-gain s cales .  
The subs equent measurement s thus obtained were plotted on 
graph s for their corresponding scales and tint values . 
Line graphs were plotted for all of the findings using 
density of the solid step of the gray-scale and press ink settings 
on the base  of the graphs . Size of star-target center, "QC 11 stroke 
width , width of elongated star-target center, change in invisible 
number of dot-gain s cale and diameter of tint-block dots were each 
plotted on th e perpendicular of their respective graphs.  
This yield0d five graphs . One graph consists of the high­
light curves and one graph consist s of the shadow curves .  These 
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nine curves represent the effect of density of ink-film thickness 
changes on dot-area changes for each percentage tint in the nine­
step gray scale. These nine curves were plotted together so their 
progressive trends could be easily con1pared. 
The other four graphs represent the effect of dot area 




Generally speaking,  the thirteen curves ( Figures 1 ,  2 ,  3 , 4 
and 5 ) ,  plotted from the various scales and tints were similar but 
not consistent .. 
It was hypothesized th�t the curves would continue on a 
stable plane from the first test through approximately the third 
test , gradually climb through the sixth test and then climb rapidly 
to an almost vertical line . 
There was very little change in image area in any of the 
curves through the second test . After the second test the curves 
tended to show a faster rate of dot growth , although some of the 
• tint curves ' remained on a stable plane through the fourth test . 
After the second test, the tint curves were inconsistent 
whereas the scale curves followed a definite pattern .  
In the tint graphs the 60 per cent , 70 per cent , 80 per cent 
and 90 per cent curves tended to level off after the fifth test and 
began to show dot gain again after the seventh test . 
The 10 per cent, 20 per cent, 30 per cent, 40 per cent and 
50 per cent tint dot curves revealed very erratic increases from. 
the second test through the sixth test . However, after the sixth 
test they revealed a fairly consis 1.,ent drop in image area, and 
with the exception of the 50 per cent tint, tended to level out 
thereafter. 
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Tests one, two and three produced both white and black grain 
and inconsistent ink coverage or irregularly shaped dots. · Plate A 
is a typical ex.ample of these findings. 
Tests four , five and six were considered to have the best 
ink coverage. Test four would have to be considered the best 
reproduction when considering both ink coverage and dot gain. 
Plate B is a typical example of good ink coverage and dot 
shape. 
Test seven produced a surprisingly rapid decrease in image 
area and solid-ink density although it maintained a good ink 
coverage and did not produce a noticeable slur . 
The eighth test also produced good ink coverage. The 
solid-ink density range increased, but unacceptable slur was 
found in the shadow dots. Place C is a typical example of shadow­
dot slur. 
The slur encountered in test eight was considered to be the 
result of an unacceptably high ink-film thickness. 
Following is a test-by-test analysis of each of the 




The above plate is a photomicrograph of an approximate 
50 per cent, 133-line tint dot, taken from test number one. 
White and black grain are easily noticeable. This photomicrograph 
is a 225X enlargement. 
PLATE B 
Good Lithographic Dot 
The above plate is a photomicrograph of an approximate 
50 per cent, 133-line tint dot, taken from test number six. It 
is considered by the author to be representative of a good 
lithographic dot. Very little white or black grain is present 
and the dot has an almost perfectly round shape . This  photomicro­




The above plate is a photomicrograph of an approximate 
90 per cent, 133-line tint dot , taken from test number eight . 
It represents good ink coverage but reveals an elongated dot shape 
due to slur . This slur was produced by excessive ink-film thick­
ness . This photomicrograph is a 225X enlargement. 
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The Ten Per Cent Black Dot Tint Curve -- -- -- --- --- -- --- ---
The 10 per cent black dot tint curve (Figure 1), revealed 
that between the beginning of test one and the end of test two 
there was no effective dot diameter gain encountered. These dots 
had indefinite shapes and revealed white grain or snowflaking as 
did all of the various percentage dots in the first test. The 10 
per cent dots in tests one and two were one and one-eighth inches 
in diameter. Ail inch measurements refer to photomicrographs. 
Test three produced a 10 per cent black dot diameter gain 
of one-sixteenth inch. These dots had a more definite shape but 
also indicated lack of proper ink coverage which was also repre­
sentative of all the various percentage tint dots in test two. 
White grain was present but not as prevalent as in tests one and 
two. 
The dots in test four were a continuation of the diameters 
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found in test three, although a more rounded dot was produced with 
better ink coverage. This coverage was again representative of 
the other tint percentages in this test. 
The curve revealed that test five produced another one­
'sixteenth inch increase in dot diameter. These dots indicated 
very little white grain and could be considered a normal litho-
graphic reproduction. 
Test six again produced a one-sixteenth inch gain in dot 
diameter. The ink coverage was considered good but a slight 
FIGURE 1 
The E f fect  of Dens ity of Ink-F i lm Thickness  on B lack Dot-Area 
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slur was produced with the finger smear test. This ink-film did 
not produce set-off, so it was considered acceptable. 
It was debated whether to - consider the press work portion 
of the experiment complete at this point. The author decided 
however, to continue for at least two more tests. 
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The seventh test produced a drastic drop in the curve. The 
curve indicated this decrease in dot diameter to be one-eighth of ­
an inch with a very short solid-ink density range between tests 
six and seven. 
The author believes that the surprising finding in test seven 
was caused by the addition of water in the seventh pretest . One 
water feed ratchet step increase was made during the seventh pre­
test because it was thought that scum was developing. The decision 
was made at the end of the pretest not to use the increase of water 
in the seventh maj or test . One possibility is that the pretest 
allowed the dampening system to store enough water to have an effect 
on the seventh major test results. Excessive water would tend to 
clean non-printing areas of the plate and reduce solid-ink density. 
It is conceivable that this cleaning action would have a greater 
effect on highlight dots than on shadows, thus explaining the drop 
in the highlight curves (Figure 1 )  and the leveling off of the 
shadow curves ( Figure 2 ) .  
If  more tests had been r:iade beyond the eighth test , the curve 
may have risen . If so, this result would have helped substantiate 
the above explanation . 
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The short density range between tests six and seven, and the 
·widening of the range as the curve leveled off also tends to support 
this explanation. 
The Twenty Per Cent Black Dot Tint Curve 
The 20 per cent black dot tint curve (Figure 1), like the 10 
per cent tint dot curve, revealed that no change in dot diameter 
had occurred in either tests one or two. The dots in these two 
tests were again irregularly shaped and contained white grain be­
cause of lack of sufficient ink-film thickness. 
Test three produced a dot diameter gain of one-eighth inch. 
This is twice the gain that was produced by the 10 per cent dot in 
. the same test. This multiple increase was expected, due to the 
increased potential ink carrying capacity of the larger dot, 
although the eA-tent of the increase in dot diruneter was surprising. 
The third test also produced a slight amount of white grain 
or snowflaking. 
Test four also produced an increase in dot diameter, but not 
to the degree that was found in test three. The increase found in 
test four was only one-sixteenth of an inch, although this gain 
further increased the distance between the 20 per cent curve and 
the 10 per cent curve . 
Test five also produced a one-sixteenth inch increase in the 
20 per cent curve. This brought the 20 per cent curve and the 10 
per cent curve back into parallel pattern. This parallel pattern 
is not significant, however, because of the slight up and down 
variations produced by the other tests. 
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Test six produced a one-eighth inch increase in the 20 per 
cent curve, which began to approach the expected curve. The curve 
iropped again in test seven but not to the extreme extent that was 
found in the seventh test for the 10 per cent curve . After test 
seven the 20 per cent curve again leveled off and was parallel to 
�he 10 per cent curve for the eighth test. This was found to be 
;he trend in all the black dot curves. 
The Thirty Per Cent Black Dot Tint Curve 
The thirty per cent curve ( Figure 1), started at two and 
hree-eighths inches and paralleled the 20 per cent curve through 
he third test . 
The fourth test produced a one-eighth inch increase , which 
�s one-sixteenth of an inch over that produced by the 10 per cent 
1rve. This increase approached the expected curve, although it 
�veled off in the fifth test and gained only one-sixteenth of an 
1ch in the sixth test. From this point the 30 per ·cent curve 
.ralleled the 20 per cent curve through the seventh and eighth tests. 
The Forty Per Cent Black Dot Tint Curve 
The 40 per cent curve ( Figure 1 ) ,  started at one and three­
urths inches. Although this was a drastic jump in the starting 
t�rval from the 10 , 20 and 30 per cent curves, it is not significant , 
::!ause the original negative tints were not exact percentages. 
Exact tint percentages would have been helpful but were not 
necessary . The curve patterns are the important factors. 
The 40 per cent curve remained on the expected horizontal 
plane through test three. The curve revealed a rather steady dot 
gain through test six and leveled off at a two inch diameter . It 
remained stable through te�t eight . 
This curve was considered the nearest approximation to its 
expected curve , although it leveled off after test six. 
The Fifty Per Cent Black Dot Tint Curve 
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The 50 per cent curve ( Figure 1) , started at two and one­
eighth inches and maintained a steady gain through the fourth test • 
. After the fourth test the curve leveled out and remained stable 
through the sixth test . At that point it dropped one-sixteenth 
of an inch which is congruent with most of the preceding curves . 
After test seven, the 50 per cent curve started a new 
trend. It revealed a one-sixteenth inch increase in dot diameter. 
The Sixty Per Cent White Dot Tint Curve 
The 60 per cent white dot curve (Figure 2 ),  was the begin­
ning of the white dot me:isurements. White dots were measured 
rather than black image area because of camera size limitations . 
The 60 per cent curve began at one and seven-eighths inches 
and remained stable through the third test. In the fourth test the 
curve dropped one-eighth of an inch , indicative of a dot gain . v'ihite 
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dot gain is represented by smaller dots, whereas black dot gain is 
represented by larger dots. 
The curve again stabilized after the fourth test and re­
mained on a horizontal plane through the seventh test. At this 
point another one-eighth inch dot gain is indicated as the curve 
approaches test eight. 
The gain pattern of the 60 per cent curve is definitely 
below the expected curve. After the 50 per cent curve, a multiple 
gain was expected in the forthcoming curves. 
The Seventy Per Cent White Dot Tint Curve 
The 70 per cent curve (Figure 2), although not revealing 
· the expected gain in dot-area, indicated the generally expected 
pattern. The curve remained stable through the fourth test and 
then showed a one-sixteenth inch diameter gain in the fifth test. 
After the fifth test the curve again leveled off and remained 
stable through the seventh test. 
As in the 60 per cent curve, the 70 per cent curve dropped 
rapidly in the eighth test. This was expected, although the gain 
. was not as great as expected. 
The ink coverage of the various dots in the 70 per cent 
curve followed the same pattern as previous curves .  Indefinite dot 
shapes and graininess were found in tests one, two and three. Good 
ink coverage and more rounded dots were produced in tests four, five, 
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The 80 per cent curve ( Figure 2 ) ,  was similar to the 70 per 
cent curve pattern . In fact, it was identical through the sixth 
test . Tests seven and eight produced an increase in dot diameter 
of one-sixteenth inch. This curve di� not reveal the expected gain 
in dot diameter but it did reveal the general pattern that was 
expected. 
The ink coverage pattern was consistent with preceding 
curves. 
The Ninety Per Cent vvhi te Dot Tint Curve 
The 90 per cent curve ( Figure 2 ) ,  revealed a surprisingly 
. slight gain. This curve was expected to drop rapidly, especially 
after the sixth test. 
The 90 per cent curve remained stable through the third 
test. It revealed a one-sixteenth inch dot diameter gain in the 
fourth test and again stabilized through the fifth test . Exami­
nation revealed another one-sixteenth inch dot diameter gain in the 
sixth test and stability through the seventh test. The eighth test 
was expected to produce a drastic drop in the curve, although only 
a one-sixteenth inch gain was revealed. 
The slight variation revealed by the 90 per cent curve was 
one of the most unusual findings of this study. It was hypothesized 
that the 90 per cent Hhite dots  would rapidly close up and produce 
a solid due to excessive in.---film thickness and slur. This was not 
found to be the case, altho .. ,gh slur was produced in the eighth test . 
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The GATF Star Target Center Size Curves 
The star-target center size was measured in two directions . 
The measurements parallel to the · press grippers indicated dot 
growth from normal ink-film thickness variations . The measurements 
perpendicular to the press grippers indicated dot slur caused by a 
combination of an excessive ink-film thickness and the direction of 
sheet movement through the press . 
The star target curves ( Figure 3 ), indicated that the star 
target is an extremely sensitive tool. It revealed a more progressive 
gain than any of the other methods used to measure image gain . 
The star target image gain curve indicated a steady image 
gain from the beginning of the experiment. This curve was very 
close to the expected curve. However, the eighth test reversed 
the expected image growth hypothesis . 
Both the image gain and slur curves followed the general 
pattern set by the tint dot measurements during the first three 
tests. The remaining tests indica�ed approximately the progressive 
gain that was expected. However ,  the eighth test produced a much 
smaller gain than was expected at that point. The slur curve more 
closely approximated the expected image gain curve between tests 
seven and eight. The slur curve was expected to climb much more 
rapidly at this point . 
Visual analysis of another slur scale that is connected to 
the GATF dot gain scale , also indicated the presence of slur in 
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and was not considered accurate enough to be a test tool in this 
experiment. 
The GATF "QC" Strip Stroke Width Curve 
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The "QC" strip curve ( Figure 4) ,  followed the actual dot 
measurernent curves more closely than any of the other sensitivity 
guides used. The "QC 1 1  strip curve remained stable through the third 
test and slowly climbed through the sixth test. The curve leveled 
off between tests six and seven and then began a more rapid climb. 
The more rapid climb in test eight was probably the result of slur. 
The "QC" strip seemed to be a better indicator of image-area 
gain in shadow areas, while the star target was probably a better 
. tool for highlights. This assumption can be documented by comparing 
the high and low ends of the curves in Figures 3 and 4 to the high 
and low ends of the curves in Figures 1 and 2. 
The GATF Dot Gain Scale Curve -- --- -- --
The dot gain scale is another sensitivity guide which was 
printed in the experiment for quick visual checks. The movement of 
the invisible number indicates dot area changes, (Appendix A) . 
The curve plotted from the invisible number mov81Ilents 
( Figure 5 ) , was not considered as accurate as the actual measurements . 
used in the other curves but it was helpful as a reference tool . 
The curve in Figure 5 followed the general pattern of the 
other curves and sesmed to fc1.ll betHeen the star target curves and 
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Although there was an indication that a press work error 
may have been encountered in test seven and eight, the data com­
piled from this experiment indicated that several conclusions could 
be stated with a fairly high degree of confidence. 
(1 )  Density of ink-film thickness at normal { in this experi­
ment 1.3 5 )  and above normal densities has a visual and measurable 
effect on dot areas in all tint values. This effect is directly 
. related to ink-film thickness changes. 
( 2) The findings of this experiment are at odds with other 
research in this area in that the findings of this experiment did 
not reveal a progressive gain from highlights to shadows. In fact, 
the diameter gains were about equal, although actual area gains 
would of course be progressively greater. 
(3 ) White shadow dot areas are drastically reduced by a 
heavy ink-film thickness whereas highlight dot areas are affected 
to a lesser degree. 
( 4) There appears to be a strong indication that sensitivity 
guides are not accurate in measuring dot area changes in all tint 
values. 
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This research was not totally conclusive but it did serve its 
purpose in presenting empirical data which challenges the findings 
of similar research conducted with the reflection densitometer. 
The author hopes that the findings of this study will induce others 
to take a closer look at the relationship between dot area and ink­
film thickness changes. 
Recommendations For Future Study 
Realizing that there are many approaches to the subject of 
dot area changes, including pre-press operations ,  the author would 
like to make the following suggestions for future . investigation .  
The author feels that these suggestions relate directly to 
. ink transfer characteristics and could shed more light on the re­
sults of the investigation reported in this paper. 
(1)  It has been suggested that the physical and chemical 
properties of different inks have unique spreading tendencies . 
It would be helpful both to ink manufacturers and pressmen to know 
which ink formulas have greater spreading tendencies .  This infor­
mation would enable pressmen or manufacturers to adjust their ink 
for1nulas and in turn adj ust the rheological properties of the ink 
to avoid the dot area changes resulting from the in.l( .  
( 2 ) In conj unction with the above suggestion, it would be 
essential to know wha.t effect tack , viscosity, color strength 
(pigment concentration ) , type of vehicle, etc . ,  has on the spreading 
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function of the various inks. The author suggests using simulated 
inks in these experiments such as those used with the LTF pick 
tester. 
(3) Also in conjunction with the above two suggestions it 
would be helpful to know what effects are produced with the vari­
ation of screen sizes. 
(4) More work needs to be done relating Munsell-value scales, 
which are directly related to visual impression, to dot-area changes 
that have actually been measur·ed. It is the author ' s  belief that 
Munsell-value ratings would reduce the differences at the shadow 
end of the gray scale because of lack of visual distinction between 
densities at darker inking levels. 
(5) It would be interesting to correlate the findings of 
this study with those produced using Munsell-value scales. A 
variation of the Munsell value correlation that would also prove 
interesting would be a comparison of dot size or tone as measured 
by the densitometer to those measured by Munsell-value scales. The 
use of the polarizing reflection densitometer would be helpful in 
these comparisons. 
(6) This investigation revealed the possibility that dot-
area changes can be affected by variations in the amount of fountain 
solution that is applied to the plate. Research is needed in this 
area to determine the capability of the fountain solution to maintain 
original plate dot areas. 
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Summary 
Dot-area changes are directly related to ink-film thickness 
variations and have a tendency to multiply from highlight dots to 
shadow dots. This is easily understood when remembering that a 
steady increase in dot diameter produces a multiple gain in area. 
This multiplying effect is applicable to both individual dot-area 
gains produced by variation of ink-film thickness and dot�area 
gains of various size tint dots in a gray scale. 
Dot-area changes within acceptable limits of ink-film thick­
ness are very slight at low inking levels. The dot-areas increase 
faster at heavy inking levels and also produce more contrast due 
to density increases. 
Density and dot-area increases are responsible for the 
visual changes in a halftone reproduction and are the major causes 
of tone_ value changes. 
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APPENDIX A 
Following is one of the actual printed test sheets. 
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APPENDIX B 
Following are the statistical tabulations, findings and 
conclusions taken from the preliminary reflectance stability paper 
test. 
TABLE 1 · .  
Systematic Sample Test Tabulation 
X F XF 
. 260 13 3 .380 
.258 1 . 258 
. 255  2? 6 . 885 
. 252 6 1.512 
. 251 2 .502 
.250 92 23 . 000 
.249 1 .249 
. 245 2 .490 
Total 144 36 . 276 
Mean . 2519 
Range . 015 
Mode . 250 
Median . 250 
Standard Deviation .003622 




C1 = _ v• 000013118 
0 = . 00362?. 
X (X-X) ( X-X)
2 
_ . 2505 .0095 .00009025 
.2505 .0075 . 00005625 
. 2505 .0045 . 00002025 
. 2505 . 0015 .00000225 
. 2505 . 0005 .00000025 
. 2505 -.0005 . 00000025 
. 2505 -.0015 . 00000225 
. 2505 -.0055 . 00003025 
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Random Sample Test Tabulation 
X F XF 
. 260 14 3. 640 
. 2 57 1 . 257 
. 256 2 . 512 
. 2 55  30 7. 650 
. 2 54 2 . 508 
. 2 52 5 1. 260 
. 2 51 4 1. 004 
. 250 120 30. 000 
. 249 1 . 249 
. 248 1 . 248 
. Total 180 45 . 328 
Mean . 2518 
Range . 012 
Mode . 250 
Median . 2 50 






a = � 00311 
X (X-X) ( X-X) 2 
. 2518 . 0082 . 00006724 
. 2518 . 0052 . 00002704 
• 2518 .0042 . 00001764 
. 2518 . 0032 . 00001024 
. 2518 . 0022 . 00000484 
. 2 518 . 0002 . 00000004 
. 2518 -. 0008 . 00000064 
. 2518 -. 0018 . 000003 24 
. 2518 -. 0028 . 00000784 
. 2518 -. 0038 . 00001441+ 
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( X-X) 2F 
. 00094136 
. 00002704 











After all data were tabulated it · was found that the readings 
clustered in both tests at three readings ( Tables 1 and 2). There 
were thirteen readings of . 260 in the systematic-sample test and 
fourteen readings of .260 in the random-sample test. There were 27 
readings of . 255 in the systematic-sample test and 20 readings of 
. 255 in the random-sample test. There were 92 readings of . 250 in 
the systematic-sample test and 120 readings of . 250 in the random­
sample test. This clustering would suggest a bias in taking of 
data, although the author cannot ex.plain this phenomenon. 
The range in the systematic-sample test was .015 and the 
range in the random-sample tes� was . 012. These two ranges could 
both be assumed to be closer to . 010 due to the clustering at . 260 
and . 250 in both tests. The readings below . 250 in both tests 
totaled . only five. These five readings could have been caused by 
small defects in the paper (scratches, finger prints, foreign 
particles, etc. ) .  They are definitely deviations from the majority 
readings. 
The means of the two tests had a difference of .0001 which 
could be attributed to the five extreme readings. The two occur­
rences of . 245 in the systematic-sample test would undoubtedly have 
a causal effect on this finding. For all practical purposes the two 
means could be assumed to be the same, perhaps . 252. 
The median and the mode in both the systematic-sample test 
and the random-sample test were . 250. 
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The mean, mode and median - tell us that the probability 
distribution curve would be skewed slightly to the right or plus 
side, although all three measures of central tendency in both tests 
were essentially the same when considering the fact that densitometer 
reaqings are usually only taken to two decimal places. In fact, with 
this consideration it can easily be seen in Tables 1 and 2 that very 
little deviation was present in either test. 
The standard deviation for the systematic-sample test was 
.0036 and for the random-sample test was . 0031. Plus two standard 
deviations and minus two standard deviations would take in 9 5 . 44  per 
cent of the readings taken in both tests and yet would deviate plus 
or minus . 0062 from the mean of the random-sa.�ple test and plus or 
minus . 0072 from the mean of the systematic-sa�ple test. 
Conclusion 
It could easily be surmised during the experiment that the 
deviation in readings of reflectability from sheet to sheet was 
so slight that it would not affect the readings taken during the 
forthcoming maj or experiment. The statistical data shown in 
Tables 1 and 2 verified this early conclusion . 
As sta�ed earlier, densitometer readings are usually taken 
only to b.-10 decimal places, and if the data in this experiment 
had been t --- en only uo decimals, only a .01 range .rould have been 
encountered . 
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It is possible that this deviation could have an effect on 
the major experiment findings , but because the tint block readings 
will be correlated with two other sets of data taken by means other 
than a reflectance densitometer , the author feels that this devi­
ation is negligible. 
The data in the random-sample test was found to be as 
consistent as in fhe systematic-sample test, thus dispelling any 
possibility of a deviation pattern due to multiple sheeting. 
This study shows conclusively that there was not enough 
deviation in reflectability from sheet to sheet in the two 
cartons ( 2, 400 sheets)  of test paper to be successfully recorded 
by the test tool , a reflectance densitometer. 
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TABLE 3 
Atmospheric Readings in the Pressroom 
Date Temperature Relative Humidity Barometric Pressure* 
Gauge � Readings 
12-11-67 73 ° 3 5% 29 .3 5"  
12-12-67 73 ° 31/% 29.49 1 1  
12-13-67 73
° 34% 30.05" 
12-14-67 74° 34% 30.40 1 1  
12-15-67 74° 34% 30.43 1 1  
12-16-67 74
° 33% 29 .45" 
Total 441 ° 204% 179. 17 n 
Mean 73 .5 ° 34% 29 .86166'1 
Gauge � Readings 
12-11-67 67 ° 3 5% -----
12-12-67 69 ° 34% -----
12-13-67 66° 3 5% 
12-14-67 68 ° 3 5% -----
12-15-67 69 ° 33% ----
12-16-67 620 33% -----
Total 408 ° 205% -----
Mean 68 ° 34 . 1666% -----
-;} No barometric pressure readings given on gauge 1 1 B 1 1 • 
Gauge 
Avera,ge Means 
Gauge A Mean 
Gauge B Mean 
Total 
Mean 
Test Day Rea.din� 
Gauge A Mean 




73 . 50 ° 
68.00 ° 
14 1.50 ° 





Rel�tive Humidity Barometric Pressure 
34 . 00% 29 . 86166 11 
34 . 16% --------
68 . 16% 29 . 86166 1 1  
34 . 08% 29 . 86166 1 1  
34 . 00% 29 . 80 1 1  
33 . 00% -----
67 . OO;s 29.80 1 1 
33 . 50% 29 . 80 1 1 
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APPENDIX C 
The paper randomization procedure was as follows : 
1 .  Th e  2,400, 25x38-inch sheets were separated .into lifts of 
fifty sheets • . Each lift of fifty was then numbered consecutively 
from 1 to 48 beginning at the top of the skid and progressing to the 
bottom. 
2 .  The lifts numbering 46 , 47 and 48 represented 300 , 
19x25-inch press sheets which were set aside for make-ready and 
pretest purposes. 
3 . The number five was selected as a multiple of the 45 
remaining lifts of 50 sheets. 
4 . Using the randomly selected number 27 as the starting 
point, each fifth lift was numbered consecutively until eaqh lift 
was �ssigned a number. 
5. Each press run contained five 25x38-inch lifts of fifty 
sheets or 500 press sheets 19.x:25-inches. Following is a breakdown 
of the lifts which comprised each of the individual press runs : 
Pressrun Lift Numbers 
1 4, 13 , 19, 32, 37 
5, 20, 25, 29, 3 5 
3 6, 14, 33, 39, 42 
7, 15 , 21, 26, 30 
8, 16, 22, 43., 45 
9, 17, 27, 36, 38 
7 1, 10, 23, 31, 34  
2 ,  11, 18, 28, 44 
. 9 3, 12, 21J., 4
0 , 41 
APPENDIX D 
Letters were sent to various ink manufacturers, paper 
manufacturers , plate manufacturers, blanket manufacturers and 
researchers in order to obtain materials and accumulate infor­
mation for the experimentation . 
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Printing Products Division 
2501 Hudson Road 
Mr . Jon R. Braswell 
South Dakota State University 
Printing Laboratories 
Brookings ,  South Dakota 57006 
Dear Mr. Braswell 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55119 
September 18 , 1967 
You certainly chose an interesting subject to write your thesis. 
I am confident you can collect a great deal of valuable infor­
mation to further serve the Printing Industry. 
I suggest using one of two plates for your experjmentation since 
_the runs will be short . The plates which allow the largest range 
of water acceptancy while still maintaining a good solid are: 
3M Brand "R 1 1 plate 
3M Brand 1 1K 1 1  plate 
The shortest of the two for length of run is the 3M Brand "Rn plate 
desensitized only eliminating the 1 1Rr r  developer. I suggest running 
a pilot test utilizing this plate. If you decide a longer running 
plate is desi.rable the plate can be developed to obtain the longer 
run. 
The 3M Brand "K" plate belongs to the 3M Brand family of "Sub­
tractive Plates". There is no application of lacquer necessary 
since developing merely subtracts away the unwanted coa.ting. This 
plate is designed for runs which exceed the 3H Brand 1 1R 1 1  plate • . 
The suggestions asked for can be _offered in the form of variables 
which certainly should be t�ken under consideration. I 1m confident 
,�ith a controlled experiment which you are going to run you will 
find a number of interactions betueen some of the following variables : 
type and s rength of fountain solution 
condition of daffipener form roller 
pressure of dampener form roller 
tack of ink 
condition of in_ form rollers 
pre r, tmre of in <: form rollers· 
emulsificn.t.ion 
surface of bl� ml,  
type of blanket 
pressure between plate and blanket 
impression cylinder pressure 
types of stock (coated, uncoated and chemical structure) 
side of stock being printed 
· conditioning and moisture content of stock 
controlled atmospheric conditions 
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Best of luck with your thesis. 
RCR/ks 
Sincerely yours, 
Ronald C. Reph 
Customer Services Representative 
Printing Products Division 
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Graphic Arts Research Center 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
February 27, 1968 
Mr. Jon Braswell 
Journalism Department 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, South Dakota 57006 
· Dear Mr. Braswell: 
P. O. Box 3409 
Rochester, New York 14614 
I think you have chosen a very worthwhile subject for your thesis, 
although it is not a very easy one because it is hard to measure ink 
film thickness and time consuming to measure dot area accurately on 
a printed sheet. I wish that a scanning dot area meter was available 
for this purpose. We have usually used a planimeter on a photomicro­
graph. Perhaps you can use a parallel line screen for some of the 
work, since it makes the measurements easier. 
It seems to me that the important question is not so much "how does 
ink film thickness affect dot· area" but "how is the increase of dot · 
area with ink film thickness affected by the physical properties of 
the ink or the printing conditions." 
We have noticed, for example, that magenta inks often seem to spread 
more than the other colors, but we do not know why this is so . 
Some reprints are enclosed which discuss some aspects of the problem, 
but it is true that there is little published research on the subject. 
You might write to the following for infonnation and suggestions: 
Mr. George W. Jorgensen 
Graphic Arts Technical Foundation 
4615 Forbes Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 
Mr. William Schaeffer 
National Printing Ink Research Institute 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015 
-2-
Mr. Aage Fr�slev-Nielsen 
The Graphic College of Denmark 
Research Department 
3B Julius Thomsensgade 
Copenhagen V, Denmark 
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You are welcome to quote from any of my publications. Please do not 
hesitate to write again if you have further questions. 
I wish you the· best of luck with your project. 
Sincerely, 
John A. C. Yule, Research Associate 
Graphic Arts Research Center 
rmc 
Enc .  
South Dakota State University 
College of Arts and Science 
Brookings , S. D. 57006 
Attn : Mr. Jon Braswell 
Printing-Journalism Dept. 
Dear Mr. Braswell : 
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Capital Printing Ink Co. , Inc. 
Bob Channing Place N.  "E .  
Washington, D .  C. 20018 
March 14, 1968 
Thank you for your letter of March 6 and the copy of your letter 
of Feb. 12 which some how or another had gone astray in its 
original mailing. This is to confirm that on March 7 , our invoice 
#77888 , we sent you 2 1-lb. containers of Offset Black 13 589 with 
a Tack-0-Scope reading of 230. This is roughly equivalent to a 
medium speed ( 800 RPM) Inkometer reading of 15. This ink is 
essentially made from linseed varnish even though it does contain 
8% modified phenolic resin. We trust that this will meet with 
- your needs. 
In order to give you an ace-in-the-hole and have a place to go 
should the black not be suitable , we are also going to send you 2 
1-lb. cans of Offset Blue 40743. This particular ink is a 
proprietary ·formula made for a special customer and it does not 
contain any drier but the tack meter readings are held in very 
close tolerances . This ink should have a Tack-0-Scope reading in 
the neighborhood of 210 but the specific reading for the lot will 
be marked on the cans as you receive them. This ink is also based 
essentially on linseed varnish but . additionally does contain some 
modified phenolic resin also. We trust this will meet your needs 
and we hope we have served you well. 
Sincerely, 
Werner F. Gerlach 
Vice President - Research & Manufacturing 
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Uniroyal Plastic Products 
Division of UNIROYAL , Inc. 
Providence,  R. I. 02901 
South Dakota State University 
Journalism Department 
Brookings � South Dakota 57006 
Attention : Mr. Jon R. Braswell 
Subject : Offset Printing Blankets 
401-331-4000 
October 9 ,  1967 
Reference : Your letter of September 27 , 1967 
Gentlemen : 
The referenced letter has been forwarded to this office for reply 
inasmuch as the responsibility for the manufacture and sale of 
. offset blankets is handled at this location. 
The experiments which you plan to conduct for the preparation of 
your masters thesis should be very interesting since the problem 
you are describing is universal in the printing industry . The 
ability of the offset method of printing to faithfully r eproduce 
a halftone dot versus the same reproduction on letterpress equip­
ment is one of the main reasons for the fantastic grotrth of the 
offset printing in the past ten years . Naturally our development 
group has conducted untold tests to find the proper face compound 
which will function properly under general conditions in the field . 
We have found that because of the many different presses, as well 
as pressmen utilizing our blankets, that you can only discuss things 
in generalities due to the fact that there are so many variables 
in this type printing and it would be difficult to manufacture 
different constructions �or each specific job or press . Realizing 
that the inks used and the water mixture are vital to a quality 
printing job, to say nothing of a good plate,  it becomes even more 
difficult to say what should be done in a given instance . 
The feedback from the field points up many idiosyncrasies of 
pressmen, such as the color of the blanket used,  the durometer of 
the blanket, and the resilience of the blanket . T\�o of these items 
have to be  considered ; the hardness, or duromcter, is very important 
in the reproduction of halftone dots. If the blan.h.et is too soft 
South Dakota State University 
Page 2 
October 9 ,  1967 
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the dot could become elongated. If the blanket is too hard it will 
not carry the ink properly to the paper. The first question that 
is asked Is - will your blanket reproduce a 200-line screen and 
will it recover or have  the necessary resilience to print "X" 
number of copies? 
Under controlled laboratory conditions any quality blanket will 
answer many questions, howe_ver taken out of · the laborator-.r and 
subjected to the whims of va�ious people ,  a quality blanket can 
be ruined in the first thirty minutes of operation time . 
We would be happy to furnish information which you may require that 
would not violate any of our confidential manufacturing or com­
pounding techniques. I am enclosing a copy of our most recent 
brochure which describes some of our methods in producing offset 
blankets. I would assume that this will be of some help to you, 
if for no other reason than to point out the care which is needed 
to produce a quality product for general use. 
You request that we donate a blanket for your experimentation; 
however you mention that you have been advised to use a nylon 
coated blanket and we cannot furnish this. Nylon fabric has been 
eliminated in the manufacture of offset blankets because of its 
growth characteristics. You cannot afford to have any stretch in 
a blanket after it has been put on the press; therefore nylon is a 
very poor choice of materials. We have conducted many tests with 
many materials and nylon would be  our last choice. I believe that 
all manufacturers would agree even .though one or two are currently 
experimenting, again, with nylon. 
If you would consider using our standard construction , I would be 
glad to furnish you with two blankets; one of which ·would be an 
80 duromever and another of 76 durometer. The 76 durometer is what 
we would call an all purpose blanket, and has been used in the 
printing of 200-250 line screen. However, I think if you were to 
test both blankets you ·would find that there are areas where 
the harder blanket will do a better job. There is one piece of 
information that we would require and that is the exact size of the 
blanket for your Miehle single color press . If you will furnish 
this infomration we will see that two blankets are s ent to you 
m.mediately . 
South Dakota State University 
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I hope this information will be of some help to you; however 
if you require additional data, please feel free to call on us . 
DOS : gmh 
Enclosure 
Very truly yours, 
UNIROYAL, Inc . 





Research and Development Laboratories 
Waynesville , N. C .  28786 
October 10 , 1967 
Mr . Jon Braswell 
South Dakota State University 
Journalism Department 
Brookings ,  South Dakota 57006 
Dear sirs : 
The ink transferring properties of an offset printing blanket are 
attribut ed to the physical t exture of the printing surface and the 
chemical makeup of that surface .  
The t extures of the printing surfaces of two identical face  formu­
lations may be vari ed by processing techniques to provide blankets 
having different ink transferring characteristics . A blanket having 
a coarse t exture will carry more ink as compared to a relatively 
- smooth blanket . The coarser blat:}ket , having more surface area , 
has a higher inking capacity than the SJnooth blanket . 
The chemical makeup of the blanket has more effect upon ink trans­
ferring properties than the physical texture . The printing surfaces 
of most blankets are composed of butadiene-acrylonitrile copolymers . 
This elastomer has the solvent resistance necessary to withstand 
the ink vehicles ·  and has the resiliency for high speed presses . 
Dot gain and loss related to  an offset blanket are usually attri­
buted to solvent absorption and the resiliency of the blanket .  
If the ink vehicle or cleaning solvent should swell the blanket 
excessively, dot growth will occur . The blanket swelling will 
increase the circumference of the blanket cylinder, thereby in­
creasing the periphery speed , which results in dot elongation . 
Overpacking the blanket will produce the sa.."!le condition . 
Dot loss on high speed presses results from the blanket sinking 
or from a blanket surface  having a low resiliency . Assuming all 
conditions constant except the resiliency, a blanket having higher 
resiliency reproduces more faithfully than a blanket having a low 
resiliency ,  especially as the speed of the press is increased. 
Resiliency, as measured in n offset blan et , is the speed of 
Mr. Jon Braswell 
October 10, 1967 
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recovery after impact . A blanket having low resiliency does not 
have sufficient recovery--resulting in dot loss. 
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We do not have a blanket with a nylon surface; however, we are sub­
mitting two blankets for your evaluation . The blanket marked SB-140 
is an experimental blanket, being the roost impervious to solvents . 
The blanket marked 8212 is essentially the same blanket without the 
impervious coating . A blanket completely impervious to solvent 
would be impractical because the affinity for ink would. depend 
entirely on the surface texture. 
Paper picking is also related to both surface texture and chemical 
composition .  However, this condition can occur in both the jJnage 
and non-image areas . Paper picking in the image area is attributed 
to the lifting properties of both the ink and the blanket. Blankets 
having higher solvent resistant compositions have better ink release 
than those with lower solvent r�sistance . Degrees of solvent re-
_ sistance are obtained by the utilization of polymers having different 
acrylonitrile contents . The higher the acrylonitrile, the greater 
. the resistance to solvent absorption . This is a field unto itself 
and would require description of greater length. 
Picking in the non-image area is related to a coillbination of friction 
and suction . A relatively smooth blanket running on coated paper 
creates a suction effect between the paper and blanket . This, along 
with a high coefficient of friction of the surface composition, 
creates the picking condition . However , the frictional properties 
of surface composition may be controlled by the ratio of rubber . 
hydrocarbon to other ingredients . 
I hope the preceding information ·1s of value in your proj ect . Please 
do not hesitate to call on us if there is any further question 
relating to offset printing blankets . 
EAC : alf 
Very truly yours, 
DAYCO CORPORATION 
E. A • Clifton 
Labo ato,r;J Hanager 
Printing Produc s Laboratory 
REEVES VULCAN DIVISION 
REEVES BROS . INC. 
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1071 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, N. Y. 10018 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, Sough Dakota 57006 
Att : Mr . Jon R. Braswell 
Gentlemen : 
October 10, 1967 
Thank you very much for your letter dated September 27. I have done 
some research on a nylon coated blanket, and found that the nylon is 
not a good ink transfer agent. 
We are sending you two blankets for the 29 Miehle. One is our 722 
or Gold Blanket, and the other is our 714 Blanket. Both of these 
blankets are compressible. We have had experience in regards to 
ink transfer. We found with a conventional blanket, because of 
the rubber nip, transfers less ink than a compressible blanket, as 
· the rubber nip acts as a squeege and prevents a full transfer of 
ink from plate to blanket to stock. Because there is no rubber 
nip with a compressible blanket, there is no distortion, thus 
eliminating dot gain. Please overpack the 714 Blanket . 003 over 
press specifications . This will give you a proper pressure in 
order to transfer solids, but it will not cause dot gain in the 
half-tone, or screen areas. 
Enclosed is literature regarding this product, and we would appreciate 
your letting us know your results . 
TPC : bg 
enc . 
Very truly yours, 
REEVES BROTHERS , INC. 
Vulcan Division 
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